Polynomial processes are defined by the property that conditional expectations of polynomial functions of the process are again polynomials of the same or lower degree. Many fundamental stochastic processes, including affine processes, are polynomial, and their tractable structure makes them important in applications. In this paper we study polynomial diffusions whose state space is a compact quadric set. Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence, uniqueness, and boundary attainment are given. The existence of a convenient parameterization of the generator is shown to be closely related to the classical problem of expressing nonnegative polynomials-specifically, biquadratic forms vanishing on the diagonal-as a sum of squares. We prove that in dimension d ≤ 4 every such biquadratic form is a sum of squares, while for d ≥ 6 there are counterexamples. The case d = 5 remains open. An equivalent probabilistic description of the sum of squares property is provided, and we show how it can be used to obtain results on pathwise uniqueness and existence of smooth densities.
Introduction
Many fundamental stochastic processes appearing in probability theory are polynomial, meaning that conditional expectations of polynomial functions of the process again have polynomial form; see (1.4) below. Examples include Brownian motion, geometric Brownian motion, * The authors would like to thank Guillermo Mantilla-Soler for valuable discussions and suggestions, as well as two anonymous referees for their useful comments. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, squared Bessel processes, Jacobi processes, Lévy processes, as well as large classes of multidimensional generalizations, such as affine processes and FisherWright diffusions. Polynomial processes have been studied in various degrees of generality by several authors, for instance Wong (1964) , Mazet (1997) , Forman and Sørensen (2008) , Cuchiero (2011) , Cuchiero et al. (2012) , Bakry (2014) , , Filipović and Larsson (2016) . Polynomial processes are also important in applications. In mathematical finance, the polynomial property is useful to build tractable and flexible pricing models in a variety of situations; see for instance Zhou (2003) , Delbaen and Shirakawa (2002) , Larsen and Sørensen (2007) , Gourieroux and Jasiak (2006) , Cuchiero et al. (2012) , Filipović et al. ( , 2014 , Ackerer et al. (2016) , and Filipović and Larsson (2016) . Every affine diffusion is polynomial; however, non-deterministic affine diffusions do not admit compact state spaces, see Krühner and Larsson (2015) , which may be a drawback in applications. In the present paper we consider polynomial diffusions on (possibly solid) compact quadric sets. This is a natural class of simple state spaces that nonetheless exhibit a rich mathematical structure.
The state space E is defined as follows. Fix d ∈ N and let
for some p ∈ Pol 2 such that E is compact and nondegenerate (nonempty and not a point).
Here Pol k denotes the vector space of polynomial functions on R d of total degree less than or equal to k. Up to an affine transformation, E is either the closed unit ball B d or the unit sphere S d−1 ; see Section 2. Next, consider continuous maps a :
a ij ∈ Pol 2 and b i ∈ Pol 1 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, (1.1)
where S d is the set of d × d symmetric matrices. We are interested in E-valued weak solutions to stochastic differential equations of the form
where σ : R d → R d×n for n ∈ N is a continuous map with σσ ⊤ = a on E, and W is an ndimensional Brownian motion. In particular, we are interested in how probabilistic properties of (1.2) are connected to algebraic properties of the coefficients a, b and the state space E. Diffusions whose coefficients satisfy (1.1) are called polynomial. The reason is that (1.1) holds if and only if the associated generator G , given by
preserves polynomials in the sense that G Pol k ⊆ Pol k holds for all k ∈ N. If X is a polynomial diffusion with generator G , a simple argument based on Itô's formula shows that conditional expectations of polynomials have a particularly simple form: For any q ∈ Pol k , one has 4) where H(x) = (h 1 (x), . . . , h N k (x)) with N k = dim Pol k is a basis for Pol k , and G k ∈ R N k ×N k and q ∈ R N k are the corresponding coordinate representations of G | Pol k and q, respectively; see Filipović and Larsson (2016, Theorem 3.1) or Cuchiero et al. (2012, Theorem 2 .7) for details. Let us summarize the main results of the present paper. Conditions for existence and uniqueness in law of solutions to (1.2) can be extracted from known results in the literature, and we briefly review these issues in Section 2. A related question in the case E = B d is whether the interior of the state space is stochastically invariant, to which we provide a complete answer; see Proposition 2.2. Next, in Section 3 we undertake a more detailed investigation of how to parameterize all weak solutions to (1.2). Theorem 3.3 gives a general representation, modulo the requirement that the diffusion matrix a(x) be positive semidefinite on the state space. Characterizing positivity is a difficult problem, which translates into the algebraic question of describing when certain biquadratic forms BQ(x, y) are nonnegative. This is closely related to the representability of BQ(x, y) as a sum of squares of polynomials. Such a representation always exists if d ≤ 4, but not if d ≥ 6; see Theorem 3.5. The case d = 5 remains open. In Section 4 we study the probabilistic consequences of the existence of a sum of squares representation. We show that such a representation exists if and only if (1.2) can be replaced by a certain much more structured SDE; see Theorem 4.1. Solutions to this SDE can sometimes be shown to have the pathwise uniqueness property; see Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.6. Moreover, it becomes possible to make detailed assertions regarding the existence of smooth densities by relying on the classical Hörmander condition; see Theorem 4.9 and its corollaries. Finally, in Section 5, we collect the algebraic developments needed for the results presented in Section 3. Here an important role is played by the so-called Plücker relations from algebraic geometry.
The following notation will be used throughout this paper: Elements of R d are viewed as column vectors. Hom k denotes the subspace of Pol k consisting of homogeneous polynomials of total degree exactly k. For two matrices A and B of compatible size, we write A, B = Tr(A ⊤ B) for the trace product. The convex cone of positive semi-definite matrices in S d is denoted S d + , and we often write A 0 to signify that the symmetric matrix A is positive semidefinite. The space of skew-symmetric d × d matrices is written Skew(d), and we let Skew(2, d) denote the subset of rank-two elements. Let e i = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ⊤ be the ith canonical unit vector in R d . We denote by D 1 , . . . , D m , with m = dim Skew(d) = d 2 , the elementary skew-symmetric matrices S ij = e i e ⊤ j − e j e ⊤ i listed in lexicographic order. That is,
2 Existence, uniqueness, and boundary attainment
We consider polynomial diffusions whose state space is either the unit ball B d or the unit sphere S d−1 . Up to an affine change of coordinates, this covers all nondegenerate compact quadric sets. Indeed, consider a compact set E = {x ∈ R d : p(x) ≥ 0} that is nonempty and not a point, where p ∈ Pol 2 . Then ∇ 2 p is constant and negative definite, so by completing the square one sees that E is an affine transformation of B d . Similarly, the set {x ∈ R d : p(x) = 0} is an affine transformation of S d−1 . Note also that the condition (1.1) is invariant under affine transformations.
The following sets play an important role in the description of polynomial diffusions on B d and S d−1 :
for all i, j, and c(x)x ≡ 0},
(2.1)
We have the following crude characterization theorems, most of which follows fairly directly from known results. We start with the unit ball.
Theorem 2.1. Assume a and b satisfy (1.1) and the state space is E = B d . The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a continuous map σ :
(ii) The coefficients a and b are of the form
Proof. It is proved in Filipović and Larsson (2016, Proposition 7 .1) that (ii) is equivalent to the conditions
where p(x) = 1− x 2 and G is given by (1.3). That (i) implies (2.4) follows from Theorem 6.1 in Filipović and Larsson (2016) . The reverse implication follows from Theorem 6.3 and Proposition 7.1 in Filipović and Larsson (2016) when the inequality in (2.3) is strict. For the general case one can, for instance, invoke Example 2.5 and Theorem 2.2 in Da Prato and Frankowska (2007) . Alternatively, one can use (2.4) to verify the positive maximum principle directly, and then apply Ethier and Kurtz (2005, Theorem 4.5.4 ).
If d = 1, the polynomial diffusions on B 1 = [−1, 1] are simply the Jacobi processes dX t = (b + BX t )dt + σ 1 − X 2 t dW t . In this case C + = C = {0}. In contrast, for d > 1 the set C + is non-trivial, and its elements c induce diffusive fluctuations tangentially to the sphere due to the property c(x)x ≡ 0. For example, our results imply that for d = 2 one can always represent polynomial diffusions on the unit ball as solutions to the SDE
parameterizations become more difficult to obtain. Indeed, Theorem 2.1 provides no explicit description of C + , and a significant part of the present paper is devoted to studying this set in detail. This is the topic Section 3. It is frequently of interest to know whether a solution X to (1.2) that starts in the interior of B d remains in the interior. This question of boundary attainment is resolved by the following result, which is a refinement of Theorem 5.7 in Filipović and Larsson (2016) . In its statement, we assume that a(x) and b(x) satisfy (1.1) along with the two equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.1. In particular, (2.3) is satisfied. Let P x denote the law of the solution X to (1.2) with initial condition x ∈ B d . A measurable subset D ⊆ B d is said to be invariant for X if, for every x ∈ D, one has P x (X t ∈ D for all t ≥ 0) = 1.
Proof. Let p(x) = 1 − x 2 and note that
If (2.5) fails, then the right-hand side of (2.6) is strictly negative for some x ∈ S d−1 . Also, G p(x) ≥ 0 due to (2.3). Thus Filipović and Larsson (2016, Theorem 5.7(iii) ) implies that
is not invariant for X (a look at the proof of that result shows that its assumption that {t : X t ∈ S d−1 } has Lebesgue measure zero is not needed when X 0 / ∈ S d−1 ). Suppose now (2.5) holds, and let
Suppose we can find a constant κ 1 > 0 such that
Then log p(X t ) + κ 1 t is a local submartingale on [0, τ ), bounded from above on bounded time intervals. The submartingale convergence theorem then implies that lim t→T ∧τ log p(X t ) exists in R for any deterministic T < ∞, so that T < τ . We deduce that τ = ∞, as desired. This is the same "McKean's argument" as in the proof of Filipović and Larsson (2016, Theorem 5.7(i)-(ii) ). A suitable version of the submartingale convergence theorem can found in, for instance, Larsson and Ruf (2014, Lemma 4.14) . It remains to argue (2.7). Since Tr(c(x)) is a quadratic form in x, we can find C ∈ S d such that Tr(c(x)) = x ⊤ Cx. Define Σ = −α − 1 2 (B + B ⊤ + C) ∈ S d . In view of (2.6), condition (2.7) then becomes 8) where the constant κ is related to κ 1 by 2κ = κ 1 − Tr(α). On the other hand, the assumption (2.5) written in terms of Σ becomes
We claim that (2.9) in fact implies that (2.8) holds for κ = b . For x = 0 the statement is obvious. For x = 0, define x = x/ x and apply (2.9) to get x ⊤ Σx ≥ b ⊤ x. Multiplying both sides by x 2 , rearranging, and applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives
as required.
The case of the sphere is simpler. In particular, the question of boundary attainment becomes vacuous.
Theorem 2.3. Assume a and b satisfy (1.1) and the state space is E = S d−1 . The following conditions are equivalent:
admits an S d−1 -valued weak solution for any initial condition in S d−1 .
(ii) The coefficients a and b satisfy a = c on S d−1 for some c ∈ C + , and b(x) = Bx for some B ∈ R d×d , where
Proof. Filipović and Larsson (2016, Theorem 6. 3) yields that (ii) implies (i). For the reverse implication, one argues as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that (i) implies Theorem 2.1(ii), but with equality in (2.3). This in turn implies that a(x) = c(x) for x ∈ S d−1 and that b = 0, whence (2.10) holds.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 do not make any uniqueness statements. However, since the state space E is compact, the polynomial property implies that uniqueness in law for (1.2) always holds. More precisely, we have the following result:
Lemma 2.4. Assume a and b satisfy (1.1), let σ : R d → R d×n , n ∈ N, be a continuous map with σσ ⊤ = a on E, and let x ∈ E. Let X be an E-valued weak solution to (1.2) with initial condition X 0 = x. Then the law of X is uniquely determined by a, b, and x.
Proof. See Filipović and Larsson (2016, Corollary 5.2) . The argument relies on the fact that a, b, and x uniquely determine all joint moments of all finite-dimensional marginal distributions of X due to (1.4); see Filipović and Larsson (2016, Corollary 3 .2) for details. Due to the compactness of E, this in turn determines the law of X.
Remark 2.5. So far no assertions have been made regarding pathwise uniqueness of solutions to (1.2). Pathwise uniqueness depends on the choice of σ, and the existence of a suitable σ is a delicate question in general. See Spreij and Veerman (2012, Remark 2. 3) for an instructive discussion in connection with affine diffusions on parabolic sets. Sometimes pathwise uniqueness is immediate: If a(x) is positive definite on the interior
is locally Lipschitz there, which by standard arguments yields pathwise uniqueness up to the first hitting time of the boundary. In Section 4.2 we discuss other situations where pathwise uniqueness can be established.
Tangential diffusion, biquadratic forms, and sums of squares
In this section we undertake a detailed analysis of the linear space C and the convex cone C + appearing in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, and whose role is to generate diffusive movements tangentially to S d−1 . It tuns out that a complete description is difficult to obtain in general; see Theorem 3.5 below. Fortunately, a partial characterization suitable for applications is within reach. We start with some general remarks, introducing some concepts and notation along the way.
Any map c : R d → S d whose components lie in Hom 2 induces a map BQ :
This map is a biquadratic form: a quadratic form in x for each fixed y, and a quadratic form in y for each fixed x. If c ∈ C + , then additionally BQ(x, y) ≥ 0 and BQ(x, x) = 0 for all (x, y). The following lemma states that the converse is true as well.
Lemma 3.1. The set C + is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all nonnegative biquadratic forms vanishing on the diagonal. The correspondence is given by (3.1).
with components in Hom 2 by the formula c ij (x) = ∂ 2 y i y j BQ(x, y) for i = j, and c ii (x) = ∂ 2 y i y i BQ(x, y)/2. Furthermore, if BQ(x, y) ≥ 0 for all (x, y), then c(x) 0 for all x. In this case, BQ(x, x) = 0 implies c(x) 1/2 x 2 = x ⊤ c(x)x = 0, and hence c(x)x = 0, for all x. Thus c ∈ C + . Remark 3.2. Note that the set C does not correspond one-to-one with the set of all (not necessarily nonnegative) biquadratic forms vanishing on the diagonal. The reason is that x ⊤ c(x)x ≡ 0 does not imply c(x)x ≡ 0 in the absence of positive semidefiniteness. An example is the map
It will become apparent that the relevant stepping stone toward an understanding of C + is the set C , not the set of biquadratic forms vanishing on the diagonal.
Our first main result is a characterization of
where D 1 , . . . , D m are given by (1.5). It is clear that c H ∈ C , and it turns out that every element of C is in fact of this form. Naively one might then conjecture that the dimension of
, the number of free parameters h pq appearing in (3.2). However, this turns out to be incorrect. Indeed, there exist linear relations among the maps D p xx ⊤ D ⊤ q in (3.2); to capture them, we consider the linear space
The proof of the following theorem is provided in Section 5.1.
Theorem 3.3. The set C and its dimension are given by
where m = d 2 and we set
The linear space K has several interesting properties that are used in the proofs of our subsequent results. This is discussed in detail in Section 5.2. In a nutshell, the situation is the following: Each H ∈ S m naturally corresponds to a quadratic form on the space of skewsymmetric matrices, which when evaluated at A = xy ⊤ − yx ⊤ ∈ Skew(2, d) yields precisely BQ(x, y); see (5.1). Now, it turns out that K admits a set of basis vectors that can be identified with the so-called Plücker polynomials from algebraic geometry. The zero set of these polynomials is isomorphic to Skew(2, d). As a consequence, the quotient S m /K can be identified with the set of quadratic forms acting on Skew(2, d). Thus, in view of Theorem 3.3, each element of C corresponds to a unique quadratic form on Skew(2, d). Finally, we mention that it is possible to explicitly write down a basis for K ; see Remark 5.4.
We now turn to the delicate question of positivity: c(x) 0 for all x, or equivalently BQ(x, y) ≥ 0 for all (x, y). A simple example where this holds is c(x) = A xx ⊤ A ⊤ , where A ∈ Skew(d). More generally, by taking conic combinations, elements of the form
lie in C + . The corresponding biquadratic form is given by
which has the important property that it can be written as a sum of squares of polynomials (indeed, of quadratic forms). The converse is also true: whenever BQ(x, y) is a sum of squares, the corresponding c(x) is of the form (3.5). Specifically, one has the following:
The following conditions are equivalent. (i) BQ(x, y) = y ⊤ c(x)y is a sum of squares of polynomials.
(ii) c = c H for some H ∈ S m + . 
where
and thus is positive semidefinite. We deduce (ii).
(ii) =⇒ (iii):
which is of the desired form with
Lemma 3.4 shows that those c ∈ C + whose associated biquadratic form is a sum of squares have a nice parameterization in terms of positive semidefinite matrices H. One is thus naturally led to ask whether every nonnegative biquadratic form vanishing on the diagonal can be written as a sum of squares. Our next main result addresses this question. Its proof is provided in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, relying on the material developed in Section 5.2. The proof also depends on a known result (Lemma 5.5) on existence of low-rank elements in the intersection of S m + with certain affine subspaces of S m . (ii) If d ≥ 6, then there exists a nonnegative biquadratic form in d + d variables vanishing on the diagonal that is not a sum of squares. Equivalently, there exists c ∈ C + that is not of the form c = c H for some H ∈ S m + .
Remark 3.6. In László (2010) it was observed that the conclusion of Theorem 3.5(i) holds for d ≤ 3, while the case d ∈ {4, 5} was left open; see also László (2012) . The case d = 3 can also be deduced from Quarez (2015). We have not been able to determine whether there exists a nonnegative biquadratic form in 5+5 variables, vanishing on the diagonal, that is not a sum of squares. The counterexample that establishes Theorem 3.5(ii) comes from László (2010) .
For the benefit of the reader we recap this construction in Section 5.4 using the setting and notation of the present paper. The study of sum of squares representations of nonnegative biquadratic forms (not necessarily vanishing on the diagonal) goes back to Choi (1975) .
Consequences of the sum of squares property
Throughout this section, we assume that a(x) and b(x) satisfy (2.2)-(2.3) for some fixed
, and let BQ(x, y) = y ⊤ c(x)y be the associated nonnegative biquadratic form. Theorem 2.1 guarantees that a B d -valued weak solution to (1.2) exists for a suitable choice of σ and for any initial condition x ∈ B d . Denote its law by P x , and observe that it is uniquely determined by a, b, and x; see Lemma 2.4. In this section we discuss consequences of the existence of a sum of squares representation of BQ(x, y).
SDE representation
Our first result shows that P x can be represented as the law of the solution to a certain structured SDE if and only if BQ(x, y) is a sum of squares. Before stating it, we give the following definition:
Theorem 4.2. The following conditions are equivalent:
y is a sum of squares of polynomials.
(ii) For each x ∈ B d , P x is the law of the unique B d -valued weak solution to the SDE for some A 1 , . . . , A m ∈ Skew(d). Define A 0 ∈ Skew(d) and B ∈ S d via (4.3). We claim that − B ∈ S d + . Indeed, writing the condition (2.3) in terms of B, and using that x ⊤ A 0 x = 0 by skew-symmetry, yields
Inserting x and −x into this inequality and adding, one obtains x ⊤ Bx ≤ 0 for all x ∈ S d−1 , whence − B ∈ S d + as claimed. Next, writing the SDE (4.2) in Itô form yields
In view of (4.4) we have σ(x) σ(x) ⊤ = (1− x 2 )α+c(x) = a(x). Thus (4.2) has the same drift and diffusion coefficients as (1.2), which by Lemma 2.4 implies that the law of any solution to (4.2) with initial condition x is indeed P x , as desired. Finally, the existence of a B d -valued solution to (4.2) follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, from Example 2.5 and Theorem 2.2 in Da Prato and Frankowska (2007).
(ii) =⇒ (i): Let σ(x) be given by (4.6). Since P x is the uniquely determined law of the solution to (4.2), one obtains
Since a(x) = (1 − x 2 )α + c(x), it follows that (4.4) holds. Lemma 3.4 then implies (i).
The terms on the right-hand side of (4.2) have natural interpretations. Since B is symmetric with real non-positive eigenvalues, the drift has a mean-reverting component BX t in addition to the constant part b. The term involving W t induces diffusive motion along the eigenvectors of α, with quadratic variation that is scaled by the squared distance 1 − X t 2 to the boundary of B d . Finally, the term (• dY t )X t can be viewed as an infinitesimal random rotation of X t ; see also Price and Williams (1983) and Van den Berg and Lewis (1985) . Heuristically, the Stratonovich increment • dY t is a small random Skew-symmetric matrix that maps X t to an infinitesimal tangent vector of the ball with radius X t . We prefer using the Stratonovich form here, as it allows us to clearly separate tangential motion from radial motion in (4.2). If one were to switch to Itô form, the resulting drift correction would interfere with this interpretation. In particular, even for specifications where b = 0, B = α = 0, for which X is constant, an inward-pointing "drift" would appear in the Itô formulation. See also Corollary 4.4 below.
Remark 4.3. In the setting of Theorem 4.2, (4.3) implies that the necessary and sufficient condition (2.5) for boundary attainment reduces to
If X takes values in S d−1 , the sum of squares property of BQ(x, y) has stronger implications. In particular, X can now be constructed as the unique strong solution to a suitable SDE.
Corollary 4.4. Assume the coefficients a and b satisfy Theorem 2.3(ii). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) BQ(x, y) = y ⊤ c(x)y is a sum of squares of polynomials.
(ii) For each x ∈ S d−1 , P x is the law of the S d−1 -valued unique strong solution to the
with initial condition X 0 = x, where Y is a Skew(d)-valued correlated Brownian motion with drift.
(iii) The operator G = 1 2 Tr(a ∇ 2 ) + b ⊤ ∇ corresponding to the SDE (1.2) can be expressed in Hörmander form as
where for p = 0, . . . , m, V p is the linear vector field given by
Proof. (i) ⇐⇒ (ii) is deduced from the corresponding equivalence in Theorem 4.2. Indeed, the forward implication follows since b = 0, α = 0, and B = 0. Here the latter is due to (2.10) and (4.3), which give
Note that the form of c(x) follows from Lemma 3.4. For the converse, simply note that (ii) implies that Theorem 4.2(ii) is satisfied with b = 0, α = 0, and B = 0. This yields (i). The implication (ii) =⇒ (iii) is well-known, and follows from a brief calculation using the identity
Example 4.5. The classical Brownian motion on the sphere is covered by Corollary 4.4. In particular, it is a polynomial diffusion. Indeed, by taking
. This is the orthogonal projection onto the tangent space of S d−1 at x. Setting A 0 = 0, we thus recover the following well-known quadratic SDE for Brownian motion on the sphere:
The linear SDE in Corollary 4.4 is different, and was originally obtained by Price and Williams (1983) ; see also Van den Berg and Lewis (1985) .
Pathwise uniqueness
It is natural to ask whether polynomial diffusions on the unit ball can be realized as solutions to SDEs for which pathwise uniqueness holds. As mentioned in Remark 2.5, if a(x) is positive definite on the interior of B d , one obtains pathwise uniqueness up to the first hitting time of S d−1 by taking the positive semidefinite square root σ(x) = a(x) 1/2 . If BQ(x, y) is a sum of squares, more can be said. Indeed, in this case Theorem 4.2 yields pathwise uniqueness up to the first hitting time of S d−1 , regardless of whether or not a(x) is nonsingular. Moreover, if the state space is S d−1 , Corollary 4.4 shows that pathwise uniqueness always holds (still under the sum of squares assumption, of course).
Looking at the SDE (4.2) in Theorem 4.2, there may be some hope that pathwise uniqueness holds globally, not just up the first hitting time of S d−1 . We have not been able to prove this in general. Instead, we present a partial result relying on the method developed by DeBlassie (2004) for proving pathwise uniqueness for certain SDEs on the unit ball; see also Swart (2002) . Specifically, we consider the following special case of (4.2):
where A 0 , . . . , A m ∈ Skew(d), W = (W 1 , . . . , W d ) and W 1 , . . . , W m are independent Brownian motions, and, crucially, κ and ν are positive scalar constants. Within the polynomial class, this is a generalization of the equation considered by Swart (2002) and DeBlassie (2004), who take the tangential components A 0 , . . . , A m to be zero. Note that even in this case, it is not known whether pathwise uniqueness holds for (4.9) for arbitrary values of κ and ν. The reason why DeBlassie (2004) method can be applied in the present situation is contained in the following calculation. Define Y t = 1 − X t 2 . Then, an application of Itô's formula and the change-of-variable formula for the Stratonovich integral yield
The skew-symmetry of the A p implies that the quadratic terms X ⊤ t A p X t all vanish, so that
This no longer involves the matrices A p . Note that this crucially relies on the linearity in X t of the last m + 1 terms of (4.9). This property is specific for the sum of squares case (4.2), and is in general not present in (1.2).
Theorem 4.6. Assume κ/ν 2 > √ 2 − 1. Then pathwise uniqueness holds for (4.9).
Proof. Let X and X be two solutions to (4.9), driven by the same Brownian motions and starting from the same starting point x 0 ∈ B d . Pathwise uniqueness clearly holds up to the first time the boundary is attained, so it suffices to take x 0 on the boundary, and prove X t = X t for all t ≤ τ , where τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t ∧ X t ≤ 1 − ε} for some arbitrary ε > 0. Define Y t = 1 − X t 2 and Y t = 1 − X t 2 . In order to improve readability we often omit time subscripts below. We also omit the details of several cumbersome but straightforward calculations.
We apply the method by DeBlassie (2004) . Define the function
where p ∈ (1/2, 1) is required to satisfy κ > ν 2 (1 − p). It then follows from Lemma 2.1 in DeBlassie (2004) together with (4.10) that F (Y, Y ) satisfies Itô's formula on the time interval [0, τ ], provided ε > 0 is small enough depending on κ, ν, and p. Writing
, this means that the following calculations are rigorous. First,
Next, in view of (4.10), a calculation yields
We now insert the explicit expression for F and its derivatives. 
. Making use of this inequality, one obtains
The expression in parentheses on the right-hand side is maximized by p = 1 − √ 2/4 ∈ ( 1 2 , 1), which makes its value equal to κ/ν 2 + 1 − √ 2. Note that the hypothesis on κ and ν ensures that κ > ν 2 (1 − p) holds for this choice of p, as was required above. Thus, on [0, τ ],
Next, we have
Since κ/ν 2 ≥ 1 − p, one obtains I 2 ≤ 0. Furthermore, since
Finally, I 4 = −2pd ν 2 F ≤ 0. Putting together these estimates yields, for t ≤ τ ,
(4.11)
We need the dynamics of X − X 2 . Similar calculations as those leading to (4.10) yield
Moreover, one has the inequality (
, where c is a constant that only depends on p; see the proof of (DeBlassie, 2004, Lemma 3.6 ). In conjunction with (4.11) one then obtains, for t ≤ τ ,
Since κ/ν 2 + 1 − √ 2 > 0 by assumption, we may choose ε sufficiently small to make the finite variation terms nonpositive. Thus, on [0, τ ], F (Y t , Y t ) + X t − X t 2 is bounded from above by a nonnegative local martingale M t with M 0 = 0. Thus M t = 0 on [0, τ ], implying that the same holds for the left-hand side. This yields X = X on [0, τ ], as desired. The proof is complete.
Remark 4.7. While the restriction on κ and ν excludes some specifications, there is certainly an overlap with the set of parameters for which the boundary is attained. Indeed, by Proposition 2.2 the boundary may be attained if and only if κ/ν 2 < 1.
Existence of smooth densities
If BQ(x, y) is a sum of squares and the state space is the unit sphere, Corollary 4.4(iii) and Hörmander's theorem lead to simple conditions under which the solution to (1.2) possesses a smooth density with respect to a suitable surface area measure. To state the precise result we introduce some notation. Let A 0 , . . . , A m be elements of Skew(d) and fix x 0 ∈ S d−1 . Define
g k (4.12) h = Lie algebra generated by A 0 , . . . , A m .
Here [A, B] = AB − BA is the usual matrix commutator. Note that g is a Lie sub-algebra of h, and that h = g+RA 0 . In fact, g is even an ideal in h, meaning that [g, h] ⊆ g. Let G denote the connected Lie subgroup of SO(d) generated by e B , B ∈ g, and H the connected Lie group similarly generated by h. Then g (respectively h) is the Lie algebra of G (respectively H). Finally, define Gx 0 = {Qx 0 : Q ∈ G}, the orbit of x 0 under G, and similarly Hx 0 . These are smooth submanifolds of S d−1 , and their tangent spaces are given by
In view of the identities Q −1 gQ = g and Q −1 hQ = h for all Q ∈ G, it follows that
All these properties are well-known, and simply reflect the fact that Gx 0 and Hx 0 are homogeneous spaces for G and H, respectively. The natural state space for solutions to (4.7) starting from x 0 ∈ S d−1 is Hx 0 . However, by slightly adjusting such a solution one obtains a process which remains in Gx 0 . Specifically, one has the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. Let X be the solution to (4.7) with X 0 = x 0 , and define a process Z by
Proof. Since g is an ideal in h, we have for each p ∈ {1, . . . , m},
To see this, write f (t) = e −tA 0 A p e tA 0 . Then
Thus e −tA 0 A p e tA 0 = f (t) ∈ g since f is analytic with infinite radius of convergence. Hence (4.14) follows. Now, a brief calculation shows that Z satisfies the time-inhomogeneous SDE
which admits a unique strong solution. In view of (4.14), the vector fields on the right-hand side are tangent to Gx 0 , which by Hsu (2002, Theorem 1.2.9) implies that Z takes values there.
One now has the following fairly precise result regarding existence of smooth densities in the case where BQ(x, y) admits a sum of squares representation.
Theorem 4.9. Let X be the solution to (4.7) with X 0 = x 0 ∈ S d−1 ; in particular, BQ(x, y) is a sum of squares of polynomials. Then X takes values in Hx 0 . Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) X t has a smooth density with respect to surface area measure on Hx 0 for all t > 0.
(ii) Hx 0 = Gx 0 .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.8 and the definition of H that X takes values in Hx 0 . We now prove that the stated conditions are equivalent. To this end, first note that since Gx 0 ⊆ Hx 0 , and Hx 0 is connected due to the connectedness of H, one has Gx 0 = Hx 0 if and only if T x (Gx 0 ) = T x (Hx 0 ) for all x ∈ Gx 0 . Thanks to (4.13) this yields
The latter condition is equivalent to gx 0 = hx 0 . Since h = g + RA 0 , this holds if and only if A 0 x 0 ∈ gx 0 . This proves (ii) ⇐⇒ (iii).
To prove (i) =⇒ (ii), let σ denote surface area measure on Hx 0 and note that for any measurable subset U ⊆ Hx 0 , one has σ(U ) > 0 if and only if σ(e tA 0 U ) > 0, where t ∈ R is arbitrary. Fix some t > 0. Since Lemma 4.8 yields X t ∈ e tA 0 Gx 0 , it follows that σ(e tA 0 Gx 0 ) > 0 and hence σ(Gx 0 ) > 0. This in turn implies that there exists some x ∈ Gx 0 for which the tangent space T x (Gx 0 ) cannot be a proper subspace of T x (Hx 0 ); that is, T x (Gx 0 ) = T x (Hx 0 ). Thus (ii) follows by (4.15)
It remains to prove (ii) =⇒ (i). Consider the vector fields V p given by V p (x) = A p x, appearing in the expression (4.8) for the generator
Hörmander's parabolic condition (see Hörmander (1967) , or Theorem 1.3 in Hairer (2011) for a formulation suited to our current setting) is therefore equivalent to requiring T x (Hx 0 ) = gx for all x ∈ Hx 0 . This holds thanks to the assumption Hx 0 = Gx 0 . Applying Hörmander's theorem in each smooth coordinate chart of Hx 0 now gives the existence of a smooth density.
Corollary 4.10. Let X be the solution to (4.7) with X 0 = x 0 ∈ S d−1 . Then X t has a smooth density with respect to surface area measure on S d−1 for all t > 0 if and only if g = Skew(d). Then we have A 0 A 1 = A 1 A 0 = 0, so that g = span{A 1 } and h = span{A 0 , A 1 }. Moreover, e −tA 0 A 1 e tA 0 = A 1 , whence the process Z in Lemma 4.8 satisfies dZ t = A 1 Z t •dW 1 t . It follows that (Z 3 t ) 2 + (Z 4 t ) 2 is constant, showing that Z is confined to a circle embedded in R 4 , namely Gx 0 = e RA 1 x 0 . On the other hand, the process X given by X t = e tA 0 Z t is not restricted to any fixed subset of Hx 0 , although for a fixed time t ≥ 0 it necessarily lies in the transformed circle e tA 0 Gx 0 (we suppose that A 0 x 0 = 0 to avoid a trivial situation). This is a nullset in Hx 0 , so a density cannot exist.
By means of a projection argument, Corollary 4.10 can be used to derive conditions that guarantee the existence of smooth densities for a particular class of polynomial diffusions taking values in the ball B d .
be the pushforward under π of the restriction of σ to S d + , and recall that one has
For any measurable subset A ⊆ B d we compute:
Thus X ′ t , hence X t , has a density p X (t; x) given by
which is smooth on the interior of B d .
Proofs for Section 3
In this section we collect the proofs of the main results in Section 3. In particular, the proof of Theorem 3.5 relies on results regarding the space K defined in (3.3); we develop these results in Section 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.3
Recall that we set
as well as the linear map T : D → E defined by (T c)(x) = c(x)x. Then ker T = C , so we need to prove that ker T = {c H : H ∈ S d }. We make the following observations.
independently chosen elements of Hom 2 , each of which is specified by dim Hom 2 = d+1 2 independent parameters.
(ii) dim E = d d+2 3 , since each f ∈ E is specified by d independently chosen elements of Hom 3 , each of which is specified by dim Hom 3 = d+2 3 independent parameters.
. This follows from a direct calculation.
(iv) T is surjective. To see this, fix any i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , d}. We need to find c ∈ D such that c(x)x = x i x j x k e l . One such c is given by c(x) = x i (x j E kl + x k E jl − x l E jk )/2, where we define E st = e s e ⊤ t + e t e ⊤ s .
Since the collection
is a subset of ker T , the ranknullity theorem together with (iii) and (iv) appearing in (1.5), and consider the sub-collection
It contains 2
2 elements, which as we now show are linearly independent. For any i < j, the matrix 2S ij xx ⊤ S ⊤ ij is the only matrix in B with x 2 i appearing in position (j, j). Moreover, for any i < j < k, S ij xx ⊤ S ⊤ jk + S jk xx ⊤ S ⊤ ij is the only matrix in B with x 2 j in position (i, k); S ik xx ⊤ S ⊤ jk + S jk xx ⊤ S ⊤ ik is the only matrix with x 2 k in position (i, j); and S ij xx ⊤ S ⊤ ik + S ik xx ⊤ S ⊤ ij is the only matrix with x 2 i in position (j, k). Finally, for any i < j < k < l, S ij xx ⊤ S ⊤ kl +S kl xx ⊤ S ⊤ ij is the only matrix in B with x i x l in position (j, k); and S ik xx ⊤ S ⊤ jl + S jl xx ⊤ S ⊤ ik is the only matrix with x k x l in position (i, j). These observations imply that B is a linearly independent set, as claimed. Hence (3.4) is proved.
It remains to show that dim K = d 4 . To see this, observe that K is the kernel of the linear map
By (3.4), this map is surjective, and the dimension of its kernel is
where the last equality follows from a direct calculation.
The space K and the Plücker relations
The goal is now to develop a better understanding of the space K in (3.3). The main outcome is Lemma 5.3 below, which is crucial for the proof of Theorem 3.5. The lemma shows in particular that the set K can be identified with the Plücker relations from algebraic geometry.
Each matrix H = (h pq ) ∈ S m can be viewed as a symmetric linear map on Skew(d), acting on matrices A = (a ij ) ∈ Skew(d) by the formula
with the remaining components of H[A] given by skew-symmetry. Here the map π lists strictly upper-triangular matrix elements in lexicographic order,
, B is immediate from the symmetry of H as a matrix. Using this notation, the biquadratic form corresponding to an element c H ∈ C , where H ∈ S m , can be expressed as
This follows from (3.2) using that
Together with Lemma 5.1 below this immediately yields
In particular, this shows that C ∼ = S m /K can be identified with the set of restrictions to Skew(2, d) of quadratic forms on Skew(d).
Lemma 5.1. Let A ∈ Skew(d). Then rank A = 2 if and only if A = xy ⊤ − yx ⊤ for some linearly independent x, y ∈ R d .
Proof. Only the necessity needs proof, so pick A ∈ Skew(2, d). Any rank-two matrix A can be written A = xx ⊤ A + yy ⊤ A, where {x, y} is an orthonormal basis for the range of A. By skew-symmetry of A, we have A ⊤ x = γy and A ⊤ y = −γx, where γ = x ⊤ Ay. Thus A = (γx)y ⊤ − y(γx) ⊤ , which is of the stated form.
For each ordered 4-tuple i < j < k < l of indices from {1, . . . , d}, define a polynomial P ijkl in the entries of A ∈ Skew(d) by
These polynomials generate the variety of rank-two skew-symmetric matrices: all P ijkl vanish at a nonzero A ∈ Skew(d) if and only if rank A = 2. Moreover, they constitute a basis for the homogeneous ideal generated by this variety: any homogeneous polynomial vanishing on Skew(2, d) is a polynomial linear combination of the P ijkl . The classical use of this fact is to give the Grassmannian manifold of two-dimensional subspaces of R d the structure of a projective variety. This is achieved via the Plücker embedding, which maps a subspace V = span{x, y} of R d to A = xy ⊤ − yx ⊤ ∈ Skew(d). Note that, up to scaling, A only depends on V , not on the choice of spanning vectors x and y. Conversely, any A ∈ Skew(2, d) corresponds to a unique two-dimensional subspace V ⊂ R d due to Lemma 5.1. The entries a ij of A are called the Plücker (or Grassmann) coordinates of V , and the quadratic equations P ijkl (A) = 0 that they satisfy are called the Plücker relations. For us, the relevant result is the following:
Lemma 5.2. The polynomials P ijkl have the following properties:
(ii) Let P (A) be a homogeneous polynomial in the entries of A ∈ Skew(d). Then P (A) = 0 for all A ∈ Skew(2, d) if and only if it is of the form
for some polynomials Q ijkl .
Proof. Keeping in mind the identification of Skew(2, d) with the set of two-dimensional subspaces as above, part (i) follows from Theorem II on page 312 in Hodge and Pedoe (1994) , and part (ii) follows from Theorem I on page 315 in the same reference.
The following lemma is the primary reason for studying K in such detail; it is a crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3.5. In particular, it shows that the set K can be identified with the Plücker relations.
Lemma 5.3. The set K can be identified with the linear span of the polynomials P ijkl , i < j < k < l. Moreover, one has
Proof. Lemma 5.2(ii) together with (5.2) implies that K ∈ K holds if and only if the polynomial P (A) = A, K[A] is a linear combination of the P ijkl (A). The latter polynomials can therefore be identified with a basis for K . It follows that the right-hand side of (5.3) is equal to {A ∈ Skew(d) \ {0} : P ijkl (A) = 0 for all i < j < k < l}. This, in turn, is equal to Skew(2, d) by Lemma 5.2(i).
Remark 5.4. The identification of K with the linear span of the polynomials P ijkl leads to an explicit description of a basis for K . Indeed, one has
where K (i,j,k,l) is the linear map on Skew(d) characterized by
The collection of all such K (i,j,k,l) for i < j < k < l thus constitutes a basis for K . Note that there are d 4 ways of choosing the indices i, j, k, l, which is in agreement with the dimension of K as given in Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.5(i)
A preliminary result is required for the proof of Theorem 3.5(i). Recall that an affine subspace of a vector space is a subset A such that x, y ∈ A , λ ∈ R implies λx + (1 − λ)y ∈ A . If A is an affine subspace and x ∈ A , then A − x is a linear subspace that does not depend on x. The dimension of A is the dimension of A − x. The following result is Theorem 1.1 in Barvinok (2001) ; see Theorem 1.3 and its reformulation (2.2) in Barvinok (1995) for a proof.
Lemma 5.5. Let A ⊂ S m be an affine subspace such that the intersection A ∩S m + is nonempty and codim A ≤ r+2 2 − 1 for some r ∈ N. Then there exists some B ∈ A ∩ S m + with rank B ≤ r.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.5(i). We need to show that, for any H ∈ S m ,
Indeed, then any c H ∈ C + is equal to c H+K for some K ∈ K such that H + K ∈ S m + . We prove the contrapositive. Thus, consider any H ∈ S m such that (H + K ) ∩ S m + = ∅. We need to prove that y ⊤ c H (x)y < 0 for some (x, y) ∈ R d × R d . The separating hyperplane theorem gives some B ∈ S m such that C, B ≥ 0 for all C ∈ S m + and H + K, B < 0 for all K ∈ K . The former inequality yields B ∈ S m + by self-duality of S m + . The latter inequality yields K, B = 0 for all K ∈ K , since otherwise H + tK, B would become positive for some K ∈ K and some sufficiently large t. Thus, after scaling B if necessary, we have B ∈ K ⊥ ∩ S m + and H, B = −1. Hence A ∩ S m + = ∅ for the affine subspace
Note that A − B = {C ∈ S m : C ∈ K ⊥ and C, H = 0}. Our initial assumption excludes H ∈ K , since otherwise we would have 0 ∈ (H + K ) ∩ S m + . Thus codim A = 1 + dim K , so that codim A = 2 for d = 4, and codim A = 1 for d ∈ {2, 3}. In either case, codim A ≤ 3 2 − 1. Applying Lemma 5.5 with r = 1 then yields a rank-one matrix zz ⊤ , z ∈ R m \ {0}, in the intersection A ∩ S m + . In particular, z ⊤ Kz = 0 for all K ∈ K . Identifying z with the skew-symmetric matrix A whose entries are given by a ij = z π(i,j) for i < j, this says that A, K[A] = 0 for all K ∈ K . Thus rank A = 2 by Lemma 5.3, whence A = xy ⊤ − yx ⊤ for some x, y ∈ R d by Lemma 5.1. Consequently, (5.1) yields y ⊤ c H (x)y = A, H[A] /2 = z ⊤ Hz = zz ⊤ , H = −1, as required. Theorem 3.5(i) is proved.
Remark 5.6. A key step of the proof is to apply Lemma 5.5 to obtain a rank one element of A ∩ S m + . This is where the proof breaks down for d = 5. Indeed, Lemma 5.5 then only provides a rank three element, which is not enough to continue the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.5(ii)
We will use the construction given in László (2010) to obtain an example for d = 6. In order to make the presentation self-contained, we summarize the construction here. Note that it suffices to consider the case d = 6. Indeed, suppose f (x 1 , . . . , x 6 , y 1 , . . . , y 6 ) is a nonnegative biquadratic form in 6 + 6 variables vanishing on the diagonal that is not a sum of squares. For d > 6, define g(x, y) = f (x 1 , . . . , x 6 , y 1 , . . . , y 6 ).
The left-hand side is then a nonnegative biquadratic form in d + d variables vanishing on the diagonal that is not a sum of squares. From now on we thus take d = 6 and hence m = 15. In view of Lemma 3.4 we must find H ∈ S 15 such that y ⊤ c H (x)y ≥ 0 for all x, y, but at the same time As in Section 5.2 we use the notation
One then easily verifies the identities 2( X 2 Y 2 − Tr 2 (X ⊤ Y )) = A 2 and XY − Y X 2 = (a 12 + a 26 ) 2 + (a 45 − a 46 ) 2 + (a 13 + a 24 + a 35 ) 2 . Furthermore, Lemma 5.2(i) yields P 1234 (A) = P 2345 (A) = 0. In view of (5.6) it follows that the function f (x, y) = A 2 − (a 12 + a 26 ) 2 − (a 45 − a 46 ) 2 − (a 13 + a 24 + a 35 ) 2 − P 1234 (A) − P 2345 (A) is a nonnegative biquadratic form vanishing on the diagonal. The correspondence established in (5.1) then yields f (x, y) = y ⊤ c H (x)y, where the matrix H ∈ S 15 can be found to be 
The characteristic polynomial of H is given by det(s Id − H) = 2 −5 (s − 2) 7 (2s 2 − 2s − 1) (4s 3 − 16s 2 + 14s + 1) 2 .
Here 2s 2 − 2s − 1 has one single negative root λ = (1 − √ 3)/2. Moreover, the polynomial φ(s) = 4s 3 − 16s 2 + 14s + 1 has one single negative root µ, since φ(0) = 1 > 0, φ(2) = −3 < 0, lim s→∞ φ(s) = ∞, and lim s→−∞ φ(s) = −∞. We now define the three vectors v 1 = 1 2 e 2 − λ e 7 + 1 2 e 11 v 2 = µ 2 e 3 + µ(2 − µ) e 6 + 1 2 (µ − 1) e 13 + 1 2 e 14 v 3 = 1 2 (1 − µ) e 1 − µ 2 e 8 + 1 2 e 9 + µ(µ − 2) e 10 , where e i denotes the ith canonical basis vector in R 15 . A calculation shows that v 1 is an eigenvector of H corresponding to the eigenvalue λ, and v 2 , v 3 are linearly independent eigenvectors of H corresponding to the eigenvalue µ. We now define the positive semidefinite matrix B = δv 1 v In addition, by considering each of the 6 4 = 15 basis elements K (i,j,k,l) of K described in Remark 5.4, one can check by direct computation that K, B = 0 for all K ∈ K .
(5.8)
Since B is nonzero and positive semidefinite, (5.7) and (5.8) imply (5.5). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5(ii).
Remark 5.7. The condition (5.5) and its relation to sum of squares representations can also be expressed via the following primal-dual pair of semidefinite programs: .7) and (5.8) imply that the matrix B/ Tr(B) is thus a feasible solution to the primal problem (5.9) with negative value, and hence certifies that no sum of squares representation can exist.
